Maresidence

B & B proposals in Torre Pali

you are about to book your holiday in Puglia But don`t you still know what solution to choose between the many
present in the great baraonda of the web?
Do not stop at the first accommodation you find, choose Maresidence, which also offers the Formula B & B in Torre
Pali, For a unique stay in this magic land.
The advantages of a b & b
I vantaggi di una permanenza in b&b sono molteplici.
First of all, choose a B & B involves considerable economic convenience, without giving up any comfort.
If on the one hand, therefore, it is necessary to tolerate smaller spaces and areas in common with other guests, on the
other hand the savings is advantageous.
You can, therefore, to treat you Holidays in Torre Pali Under the carefree, a stone`s throw from the crystal clear sea
South Salento.
proximity to the sea
our solutions of bed and breakfast present a point of strength not to be married: the proximity to the sea . It is in fact
only 50 meters from the renowned sandy beaches of Salve.
Here the water assumes shades ranging from green to blue, from blue to perlaraceous, for the great joy of all bathers.
Imagine waking up in the morning, having breakfast and, in a minute, reach the beach and commercial activities on
foot, without stress to use the car for the Your daily movements.
informality
a torre poli in a b & b not only can you cut Costs and quickly reach the sandy beach.
but you can also spend your vacation in a context of informality .
live familiarity and interaction with other guests, impossible to live in larger structures, such as in a tower hotels Poles
.
choosing a hotel, in fact, you can`t create that special connection between the various guests and the managers. In fact,
in the hotel, due to the great flows of people, you cannot experience that pleasant feeling of uniqueness of the stay.
These are the most beautiful souvenirs you will take home to your return.
The memories of the enchanting places you have visited and the people you have known during your trip!
optional services
Choosing our B & B in Torre Pali in Salento You will have Then the possibility to take advantage of services
optional .
such as: extra bed, camping bed, extra linen kit.
And still many services that we at Maresidence We want to offer our guests, saving them from the stress of their
organization, such as: Transfer, excursions, boat trips and much more.
It would be a real sin, in fact, go away without having experienced a day by boat.
Make an aperitif on board with friselline and wine, off Santa Maria di Leuca and circumnavigate the peninsula, is a
unique pleasure.
or yet imagine an excursion on the marvelous Adriatic coast that rises from the sea, from the deep blue color!
For your Holidays in Salento What are you waiting again ? Book our B & B in Torre Pili Lecce.
You can consult our website or call us to get a quote, based on your needs and needs.
https://www.maresidence.it
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You will also be updated on the tallings in progress of Maresidence and the promotions reserved to you!
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